List of UK theses of about Kuwait

A comparison between Islamic and Conventional Home Financing in Kuwait: Client perceptions of the facilities offered by the National Bank of Kuwait and Kuwait Finance House
Author: Al-Mutairi, Humoud
Awarding Institution: Durham University
Awarded: 2010

Shopping centre development and consumer behaviour in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Otaibi, O.S.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1988

Social change and alienation in Kuwait.
Author: Al-fozan Al-najadah, A.F.
Awarding Institution: University College of North Wales
Awarded: 1989

Effects of groundwater level changes on the engineering properties of desert sands in Kuwait.
Author: Shaqour, Fathi M.
Awarding Institution: University of Leeds
Awarded: 1990

Factors influencing the effectiveness of management development programmes: the case of Kuwait.
Author: Al-Fadli, Fadel Sabah.
Awarding Institution: University of Wales, College of Cardiff.
Awarded: 1990

Political socialization in Kuwait: a study of school textbooks.
Author: Hasan, Maryam Mohammad.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1990

The effectiveness of forensic science service in the State of Kuwait in criminal investigations and proceedings: forensic science practice in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Dusri, Fahad.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1999

*A proposed biology programme for secondary schools in Kuwait based on a study of the social, scientific and educational context and needs of Kuwait.*
Author: Subbarini, M.S.H.
Awarding Institution: University of Southampton
Awarded: 1982

*A critical analysis of ESP courses at Kuwait technical-vocational institutes with special reference to Kuwait Business Institute.*
Author: Attia, M.H.
Awarding Institution: University College
Awarded: 1985

*Monetary management in small oil-based economies: The case of Kuwait.*
Author: Fadil, F.G.
Awarding Institution: University of Aberdeen
Awarded: 1985

*The international labour migration to Kuwait: Its impacts, determinants and future prospects.*
Author: Maylah, M.H.
Awarding Institution: Paisley College of Technology
Awarded: 1987

*The mathematical attainment of 13 year old students in Kuwait.*
Author: Hussein, M.
Awarding Institution: University of Southampton
Awarded: 1987

*Technology transfer: The problem of dependance in Kuwait.*
Author: Al-Ali, S.A.
Awarding Institution: University of Newcastle upon Tyne
Awarded: 1988

*Middle-aged women in Kuwait: Victims of change.*
Author: Ashkanani, Z.A.M.
Awarding Institution: University of Durham
Awarded: 1988

*A study of Kuwait’s monetary sector.*
Author: Moosa, I.A.
Awarding Institution: University of Sheffield
Awarded: 1986

*Special educational needs in the state of Kuwait.*
Author: Al-Abdulghafour, M.M.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1988

*The regulation of foreign investment in Kuwait: the role of law, politics and economic policy in the development process.*
Author: Al-Yagout, Mona Mohammed Abdulla
Awarding Institution: University of Warwick
Awarded: 1997

*The regulation of foreign investment in Kuwait: the role of law, politics and economic policy in the development process.*
Author: Al-Yagout, Mona Mohammed Abdulla
Awarding Institution: University of Warwick
Awarded: 1997

*The financing and success factors of small business in Kuwait.*
Author: Alhajeri, Abdullah S.B.J.
Awarding Institution: University of Portsmouth
Awarded: 2012

*Human resources management in Kuwait.*
Author: Al-Sahhaf, Habeeb.
Awarding Institution: Cranfield Institute of Technology
Awarded: 1990

*Studies on the penaeid shrimps of Kuwait.*
Author: Al-Attar, M.H.
Evaluating the effectiveness of primary teachers in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Rasheedi, Ghazi.
Awarding Institution: University of Sussex
Awarded: 1997

An investigative study into the current understanding of autism and provision for autistic children in Kuwait.
Author: Ashkanani, Ahmad Goloum.
Awarding Institution: University of Hull
Awarded: 2000

An Analysis of the Social Insurance System in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Houmoud, M.
Awarding Institution: City University, London,
Awarded: 1979

Guidelines for the Development of Primary Teacher Education in Kuwait.
Author: Alyah, M. K. Y.
Awarding Institution: University of London
Awarded: 1979

Some Aspects of the Conceptual Level of Secondary Physics Pupils in Kuwait.
Author: Haj-Issa, M.
Awarding Institution: University of Surrey
Awarded: 1978

Financial performance of Islamic banking in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Fadhli, Mansour.
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University of Technology
Awarded: 1998

Ideology, identity, and linguistic capital: A sociolinguistic investigation of language shift among the ajam of Kuwait
Author: Hassan, Batoul
Awarding Institution: The University of Essex
The potential effects of alternative transport policies on commuters' mode choice in metropolitan Kuwait
Author: AlSaeid, Hana M.
Awarding Institution: University of Newcastle Upon Tyne
Awarded: 2009

Information-seeking behaviour at Kuwait University
Author: Al-Muomen, Nujoud
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University
Awarded: 2009

Social and ethnic differentiation in Kuwait: a social geography of an indigenous society
Author: Al-Munais, W A A
Awarding Institution: School of Oriental and African Studies (University of London
Awarded: 1981

Aspects of the urban development of Kuwait
Author: Hill, Allan G.
Awarding Institution: Durham University
Awarded: 1969

Total Flare Emission inventories of crude oil production operations from Kuwait Oilfields
Author: Al-Hamad, Khaireyah Q. M.
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University
Awarded: 2009

Code-switching and language shift: Intergenerational differences in Kuwait
Author: Al-Yaqout, Nedal
Awarding Institution: University of Newcastle Upon Tyne
Awarded: 2010

Impact of emissions results from power generation on the air quality of selected urban areas in Kuwait
Author: Al-Azmi, Bader N. A.
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University
**The Triangle of Influences (Capitalism, Colonialism & Globalisation) on Accounting Regulation: The Case of Kuwait**
Author: Alnesafi, Awwad
Awarding Institution: The University of Essex
Awarded: 2010

**Towards an Improvement of LIS Graduates’ ICT Skills and Employability Needs in Kuwait**
Author: Buarki, Hanadi J.
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University
Awarded: 2010

**Future teachers, future perspective - the story of English in Kuwait**
Author: Al-Rubaie, Reem
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 2010

**The status of teachers in Kuwait, and its relationship with teacher education**
Author: Al-Obaid, Mashail
Awarding Institution: Institute of Education, University of London
Awarded: 2006

**Life satisfaction, self-efficacy and religious faith in stroke patients living in Kuwait**
Author: Omu, Onutobor (Tobi)
Awarding Institution: Brunel University
Awarded: 2010

**The urbanisation of Kuwait since 1950: planning, progress and issues**
Author: Abdo, M. F.
Awarding Institution: Durham University
Awarded: 1989

**Two Cultures, one room: Investigating language and gender in Kuwait**
Author: Algharabali, Nada
The factors influencing the decision to retire early among commissioned police officers in the State of Kuwait
Author: Al-Oajmi, Medgesh Mohammed
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 2002

The development of costume in the Middle East with particular reference to the heritage of Kuwait
Author: Al-Anjari, Haifa Mubarek
Awarding Institution: University of Dundee
Awarded: 2003

A critical study of constitutional and judicial development in Kuwait
Author: Sain, Majid Salman
Awarding Institution: University of Newcastle Upon Tyne
Awarded: 2010

Resource curse reduction through innovation: the case of Kuwait
Author: Sabah, Meshal Jaber Al Ahmed Al
Awarding Institution: University of Portsmouth
Awarded: 2011

Technology adoption in academic libraries in the state of Kuwait
Author: Al-Fadhli, Meshal Shehab
Awarding Institution: University of Sheffield
Awarded: 2011

Factors influencing construction claims in developing countries, the case of Kuwait
Author: Shehadeh, Nabil Moh'd A A
Awarding Institution: University of Leeds
Awarded: 1990
Aspects of labour market behaviour in an oil economy: a study of underdevelopment and immigrant labour in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Najjar, Baqer Salman.
Awarding Institution: University of Durham
Awarded: 1983

Kuwait’s tax reformation, its alternatives and impact on a developing accounting profession
Author: Al-Rashed, Wael E. R.
Awarding Institution: The University of Hull
Awarded: 1989

Patient information system for national health care: an intranet internet-based model for the State of Kuwait
Author: Akbar, Abdullah A. J.
Awarding Institution: University of Leeds
Awarded: 2003

Economic and monetary integration in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC): a Kuwaiti perspective
Author: Altrad, Saadi
Awarding Institution: Durham University
Awarded: 2011

The role of taxation in a post-oil Kuwait
Author: Al Matar, Fatima, 1980 -
Awarding Institution: University of Warwick
Awarded: 2011

Islamic banking, a case study of Kuwait.
Author: Kabbara, A.H.S.
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University of Technology
Awarded: 1988

Surplus savings and the case for a regional financial market in Kuwait.
Author: Andary, Saad A.
Awards and Titles:

Weak form efficiency and factors leading to market efficiency in the Kuwait stock market.
Author: Al-Shamali, M.
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University of Technology
Awarded: 1989

A framework for development planning in Kuwait: with particular reference to the role of
the Kuwaiti female labour force.
Author: Al-Sabah, S. M.
Awarding Institution: University of Surrey
Awarded: 1982

The practice of Iraq and Kuwait in treaty succession: a selective approach based on the
Islamic legal history.
Author: Al-Rashidi, Madyous Fallah.
Awarding Institution: University of Edinburgh
Awarded: 1989

Child care policy and fostering in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Ali, Ibrahim Jassim.
Awarding Institution: University of Wales, College of Cardiff
Awarded: 1989

The development and evaluation of a nutrition-education programme in primary schools
in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Khamees, Nedaa A.
Awarding Institution: University of Southampton
Awarded: 1994

Determinants of fertility and child survival in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Rashoud, Rashid H.
Awarding Institution: City University
Awarded: 1994

The effect of teaching English language in the elementary schools on Arabic language in
the State of Kuwait.
Author: Dhafiri, Mohammad A L.
Awarding Institution: University of Sussex
Great power and corporate rivalry in Kuwait 1912-1934: a study in international oil politics.
Author: Bilovich, Yossef.
Awarding Institution: London School of Economics and Political Science (University of London)
Awarded: 1982

Language choice in the state of Kuwait: a sociolinguistic investigation.
Author: Al-Dashti, Abdulmohsen.
Awarding Institution: University of Essex
Awarded: 1998

Neorealism, neoinstitutionalism and the international response to the Gulf crisis: an evaluation of the current debate in international relations theory.
Author: Arlati, Marina.
Awarding Institution: University of Essex
Awarded: 1998

An empirical investigation of car buying behaviour before and after the Gulf War.
Author: Al-Shamali, Ali D H A.
Awarding Institution: Royal Holloway, University of London
Awarded: 1996

Management and work environment in Kuwait society: the implication of gender for management style.
Author: Mohammad, Abdullatif S H.
Awarding Institution: University of Stirling
Awarded: 1997

The quality of financial reporting practices in Kuwait
Author: Al-Hussaini, Ahmed Nahar.
Awarding Institution: University of Wales, Cardiff
Awarded: 2001
Morphodynamics and sedimentology of falling dunes in north east Kuwait
Author: Alenezi
Awarding Institution: Royal Holloway, University of London
Awarded: 2001

Politics of women's organisations in Kuwait: a study of class, gender and patriarchy.
Author: Al-Mughni, Haya
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1990

A study of the role of nationality in international law with special reference to the law and practice of Kuwait.
Author: Al-Anezi, Rashid Hamad
Awarding Institution: University of Cambridge
Awarded: 1989

The communicative teaching of English as a foreign language to secondary school Arab students in Kuwait.
Author: Sawwan, Mohamad Kamal Hasanain
Awarding Institution: University College, Cardiff
Awarded: 1984

Counsellor’s role and function as perceived by students, teachers and educational counsellors at credit course secondary schools in Kuwait.
Author: Mohammad, Kazem A H Abal
Awarding Institution: University of Hull
Awarded: 1992

Author: Alghanim, Salwa Muhammad Ahmad
Awarding Institution: School of Oriental and African Studies (University of London)
Awarded: 1990

The political boundaries of the state of Kuwait: a study in political geography.
Author: Al-Mayyal, Ahmad Y A
A plan for the establishment of a national bibliographic network for Kuwait in the light of international and local standards.
Author: Al-humood, Nahla
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University of Technology
Awarded: 1998

The emergence of accounting regulation in Kuwait 1899-1990: a critical perspective
Author: Fakhra, Mahmoud S.M.A.M.
Awarding Institution: University of Sheffield
Awarded: 1992

Perceptions among accountants, auditors and users of IAS in preparing annual accounts: the case of Kuwait
Author: Al-Bannay, Amthal Mousa
Awarding Institution: City University
Awarded: 2002

The development of the religious system of education in the State of Kuwait (1947-2001)
Author: Alhaem, Eid Saquer
Awarding Institution: University of Birmingham
Awarded: 2002

Political opposition in Kuwait
Author: Jamal, Abdulmohsen Y.
Awarding Institution: University of Sunderland
Awarded: 2003

The legal protection of private foreign investment in the state of Kuwait
Author: Al-Saeed, Mansour
Awarding Institution: University of Aberdeen
Awarded: 1998
Arabic writing for occupational purposes (AWOP) : strategies of teaching writing
Author: Al-Humidi, Hamed.
Awarding Institution: University of Leeds
Awarded: 2003

Improving science supervision in the Kuwaiti school system.
Author: Al Hamad, Rasheed Hamad.
Awarding Institution: University of Southampton
Awarded: 1989

Social welfare in the Arab world : the case of Iraq and Kuwait.
Author: Al-Dulaimi, Sulaiman Ali Abbas.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1990

Political development in Kuwait : continuity and change in an Arab independent Gulf state.
Author: Shuhaiber, S K.
Awarding Institution: University of Oxford
Awarded: 1981

Housing conditions and aspirations of popular housing tenants in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Zaher, Ajeel T.
Awarding Institution: University of Glasgow
Awarded: 1990

Communicative language testing in an ESP context : a case study of Kuwait Business Institute.
Author: Abdel-Naby, Mahmoud Ahmed.
Awarding Institution: University of Wales. Cardiff
Awarded: 1985

Evaluating the Islamic education curriculum in elementary schools in the State of Kuwait.
Author: Aldhafairi, Fahad.
The impact of socio-economic factors and home environment on secondary school students' achievement in the State of Kuwait.
Author: Alazemi, Abdullah.
Awarding Institution: University of Sussex
Awarded: 1999

The contribution of work values to the effectiveness of the public administration for the state of Kuwait: implementation and barriers.
Author: Al-Duwaisan, Fatima Saleh A.
Awarding Institution: City University
Awarded: 1999

Kuwait, 1979-1991: problems and policies for internal security
Author: Plotkin, Lori A.
Awarding Institution: University of Oxford
Awarded: 2003

Dividends, external borrowings, and investment behaviour of the corporate sector in Kuwait
Author: Abdulla, Jasim.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1990

Author: Gargash, Anwar M.
Awarding Institution: University of Cambridge
Awarded: 1989

Understanding corporate capital investment decisions in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Deehani, Talla Moh'd F F.
Awarding Institution: University of Bath
Awarded: 1990
An evaluation of kindergarten curriculum in the State of Kuwait.
Author: Al-Gharaballi, Amal.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1995

The relationship between job satisfaction and vocational interest: testing Holland’s theory in Kuwait.
Author: Hassan, Huda.
Awarding Institution: University of Hull
Awarded: 1993

Group life insurance in Kuwait: problems and prospects.
Author: Behbehani, Mahmoud A A.
Awarding Institution: University of Stirling
Awarded: 1998

Islamic political groups in Kuwait: roots and influences.
Author: Awadh, Sami.
Awarding Institution: University of Portsmouth
Awarded: 1999

ESP students’ underachievement: possible reasons and solutions with special reference to the Public Authority for Applied Education and Training (PAAET) in Kuwait.
Author: Osman, F H.
Awarding Institution: University of Bath
Awarded: 1996

Dust storm phenomena and their environmental impacts in Kuwait.
Author: Mohammad, Mohammad-Shafi Abdullah.
Awarding Institution: University of Glasgow
Awarded: 1989

A study of urban residential water consumption behaviour: the case of Kuwait.
Author: Husain, Salman Y Y.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded:2000

The influence of Iraq on the nationalist movements of Kuwait and Bahrain 1920-1961.
Author: Hashim, S K.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1984

The electoral process in Kuwait: a geographical study.
Author: Jerkhi, J M.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1984

The Kuwait Investment Office (KIO) scandal: a study of auditing and audit expectations in an international context.
Author: AlHusaini, Walid A A.
Awarding Institution: University of Sheffield
Awarded: 2000

The management of co-operative retail developments in Kuwait.
Author: Abduljader, Hassan Ali.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1992

Managerial and manpower problems: labour turnover, costs and causes in manufacturing industries; the case of Kuwait.
Author: El-Meshaialy, Faisal.
Awarding Institution: University of Wales, College of Cardiff,
Awarded: 1990

Needs, attitudes and motivation in foreign language learning: a case study of Kuwait university students studying ESP.
Author: Al-Busairi, Muhammad.
Awarding Institution: University of Lancaster
Awarded: 1990

A study of gender differences in Kuwait.
Author: Saif, Khaireyah Ramadan.
Awarding Institution: University of Southampton
Awarded: 1990

**Personnel management practices in Kuwait libraries.**
Author: Al-Hasan, Sulaiman.
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University of Technology
Awarded: 1992

**Trihalomethane compounds in the drinking water of Kuwait: a survey from source to consumer.**
Author: Latif, Nidhal Abbas Abdul.
Awarding Institution: Brunel University
Awarded: 1991

**Facilitating adult learning through continuing education: a case study of the Centre for Community Service and Continuing Education at Kuwait University.**
Author: Al-Ansari, Eissa.
Awarding Institution: University of Sussex
Awarded: 1996

**The behaviour of geotextiles and geogrids following environmental conditioning in Kuwait.**
Author: Al-Mudhaf, Humood Fahed.
Awarding Institution: University of Strathclyde
Awarded: 1993

**Financial information and regulation in an emerging market: empirical study of the Kuwait stock exchange.**
Author: Al-Qenae, Rashid M.
Awarding Institution: University of Essex
Awarded: 2001

**The Islamic education curriculum in Kuwaiti secondary schools.**
Author: Al Azemi, Fahad Khalaf al-lamia.
Awarding Institution: The University of Sheffield
Awarded: 2000

**The Iraq-Kuwait crisis: a critique of United States policy 1990-91.**
Author: Henry, Clarence C.
Awarding Institution: University of Birmingham
Awarded: 1995

**Socio-economic study of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) development in Kuwait and other Arab Gulf States.**
Author: Abdullah, Fayza.
Awarding Institution: University of Sunderland
Awarded: 2000

**An historical analysis of police in Kuwait: prospects for the future.**
Author: Al-Fahed, Mohammed.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1989

**Group counselling/therapy as a technique to modify the undesirable school behaviour (school phobia) of children at elementary school level in the state of Kuwait.**
Author: Sahel, Rashed Ali.
Awarding Institution: University College of North Wales
Awarded: 1989

**A quantitative model for the oil sector of Kuwait.**
Author: Al-Roudan, Ahmed Yousef.
Awarding Institution: University of Surrey
Awarded: 1989

**The business of interest-free banking with particular reference to the Kuwait finance house.**
Author: Boujellal, M.
Awarding Institution: University of Heriot-Watt
Awarded: 1982

**Teaching English at the College of Business Studies in Kuwait: implications for ESP teacher training.**
Author: Afifi, Shaaban El-Afifi Abdel-Aziz.
Awarding Institution: University of Wales, Cardiff
Awarded: 1991
Drug-abuse in Kuwait: the influence of personality, peers and sociodemocratic factors.
Author: Najjar, M Al.
Awarding Institution: University of Nottingham
Awarded: 1992

The intellectual and historical development of the Islamic movement in Kuwait 1950 - 1981.
Author: Al-Zumai, Ali Fahed.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1988

A cross-situational and a cross-cultural examination of shyness using the aggregation and act frequency approaches in Britain and Kuwait.
Author: Al-Ansari, Bader Ibrahim.
Awarding Institution: University of Aberdeen
Awarded: 1993

The evolution of Kuwait's domestic architecture: and empirical and theoretical study.
Author: Al-Bahar, Huda H.
Awarding Institution: University College London (University of London)
Awarded: 1990

Trace element contaminants in the Kuwait water production system.
Author: Al Anqah, Laila.
Awarding Institution: Brunel University
Awarded: 1996

An empirical investigation of an integrated managerial discretionary behaviour model: the case of Kuwait Airways.
Author: Alobaid, Adel Ahmad.
Awarding Institution: University of Sunderland
Awarded: 2001

Islamic education in Kuwait: an evaluation of the new curriculum for intermediate schools.
Author: Al-Ajmi, Maddi S A S.
An evaluation of the primary school teacher preparation in the college of education at Kuwait University.
Author: Ahmad, Abdulaziz al.
Awarding Institution: University of Sussex
Awarded: 2000

Decision-making process in Kuwait: The land acquisition policy as a case study.
Author: Al-Najjar, G.H.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1984

Development of science and technology policy for Kuwait
Author: Al-Sultan, Yousuf Y.
Awarding Institution: Aston University
Awarded: 1983

The development of modern education in Bahrain, Kuwait and Qatar with special reference to the education of women and their position in modern Gulf society.
Author: Al-Misnadc, S.A.
Awarding Institution: University of Durham
Awarded: 1984

The development of accounting and financial reporting practices in a developing country: The study of Kuwait.
Author: Malallah, B.M.
Awarding Institution: University of Wales Institute of Science and Technology
Awarded: 1983

Managerial backgrounds, careers and attitudes: The case of Kuwait.
Author: Taqi, A.A.
Awarding Institution: University of Wales Institute of Science and Technology
Awarded: 1984
The impact of public incentives and subsidies on manufacturing industry in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Mejren, A.A.A.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1984

Macroeconomic planning in Kuwait: An econometric simulation approach.
Author: Sangarabalan, S.
Awarding Institution: University of Surrey
Awarded: 1984

A study of halomethanes in waters associated with the production of potable water by desalination, in Kuwait.
Author: Ali, M.Y.A.
Awarding Institution: University of Liverpool
Awarded: 1984

Industrial development; a case study of Kuwait: Problems, plans, prospect and strategy.
Author: Al-Kandari, A.R.A.
Awarding Institution: University of Glasgow
Awarded: 1982

Standardisation of accounting practices in the developing countries: the case of Kuwait.
Author: Al-Hajeri, Khaled Rashed.
Awarding Institution: City University
Awarded: 1992

The Arab Nationalist Movement in Kuwait from its origins to 1970.
Author: Al-Mdairis, Falah.
Awarding Institution: University of Oxford
Awarded: 1987

The students' low achievement in business English at the College of Business Studies in Kuwait: an analysis of the students' educational and occupational language requirements.
Author: Albazzaz, Abdulghani Ahmed.
Awarding Institution: University of Sussex
The impact of groundwater exploitation methods on the hydrogeochemistry of carbonate and clastic aquifers, Kuwait.
Author: Hadi, Khaled Mahdi Barrak.
Awarding Institution: University of Newcastle upon Tyne
Awarded: 1994

The formulation and implementation of sustainable development strategies: general approaches and a case study of Kuwait.
Author: Al-Attar, Faten.
Awarding Institution: University of Aberdeen
Awarded: 1997

Artificial groundwater recharge in Kuwait: planning and management.
Author: Al-Otaibi, Meshan Mohammad.
Awarding Institution: University of Newcastle upon Tyne
Awarded: 1997

A study of the training of teachers of English as a foreign language for service in Kuwait: an historical and comparative analysis.
Author: Al-Mutawa, Najat.
Awarding Institution: University of Wales, Aberystwyth.
Awarded: 1979

Performance appraisal in the governmental sector in Kuwait.
Author: Ashkanani, Mohammad E.
Awarding Institution: University of Sunderland
Awarded: 2001

Central tendering: an evaluation of the Kuwait experience.
Author: Al-Fares, Jamal.
Evaluation of students' understanding of photography in the public authority for applied education and training in the State of Kuwait.
Author: Al-Shatti, Ali Abdul-Kareem.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 2001

The influence of socio-economic changes on house design in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Sanafi, Nawal H A.
Awarding Institution: Manchester Metropolitan University
Awarded: 2001

Medical ethics: a study of moral development in medical students at Kuwait University.
Author: Bouhaimed, Manal Mansour.
Awarding Institution: University of Glasgow
Awarded: 1997

The development of education in Kuwait with reference to social and economic change.
Author: Al-abduljaleel, T.B.
Awarding Institution: University College
Awarded: 1985

Industrial subsidies in Kuwait: an economic analysis and evaluation.
Author: Al-salman, M.H.
Awarding Institution: University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology (UMIST)
Awarded: 1985

The status and future of manpower development in Kuwait.
Author: Binayan, H.A.Z.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1986

Current problems of educational administration in the State of Kuwait.
Author: Al-Musailim, M.Y.
Awarding Institution: University of Durham
Awarded: 1987

The system of taxation and Zakat in Kuwait.
Author: Al Muzaini, A.A.A.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1987

Author: Al-Moqatei, M.A.A.
Awarding Institution: University of Warwick
Awarded: 1987

A study of developing secondary industry in the Arab world based on joint-venture between Kuwait and Morocco.
Author: Al-Shaghana, K.M.
Awarding Institution: University of The City
Awarded: 1987

The development and evaluation of a modularised individualised instruction science course in Kuwaiti secondary schools.
Author: Al-Qattan, M.M.A.
Awarding Institution: University of Southampton
Awarded: 1988

The dissolution and photodegradation of Kuwait crude oil in seawater.
Author: Ali, Lulwa Nasser.
Awarding Institution: University of Plymouth
Awarded: 1994

Education for school library media specialists in the State of Kuwait: a competency-based approach.
Author: Abdel-Motey, Yaser Yousef.
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University of Technology
A study in some aspects of foreign language learning at Kuwait University with special reference to computer assisted language learning.
Author: Malallah, Seham.
Awarding Institution: University of Wales. Bangor.
Awarded: 1994

Initial training for early years in England and Kuwait: two case studies.
Author: Al-Tarkait, Sawsan Ibraheem.
Awarding Institution: University of Newcastle upon Tyne.
Awarded: 1994

Improving the quality of English language teaching in the State of Kuwait with special reference to the speaking and listening of final year students in secondary education.
Author: Al-Sharhan, Zeyad Ahmad.
Awarding Institution: University of Hull.
Awarded: 1997

Towards optimising compliance of patients with depressive disorders in Kuwait: a clinical pharmacist’s perspective.
Author: Al-Saffar, Nabeel.
Awarding Institution: University of Sunderland.
Awarded: 2002

Lower Cretaceous Ratawi Formation Saudi Arabia-Kuwait Partitioned Neutral Zone: deposition, diagenesis and petroleum geology in the framework of sequence stratigraphy.
Author: Bushang, Ibrahim Omar.
Awarding Institution: University of Durham.
Awarded: 2002

An investigation of perspectives of teachers and parents regarding the most troublesome behaviour exhibited by their kindergarten children in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Ansari, Mousa M.
Awarding Institution: University of Sheffield.
Decision support systems in profit-making and non-profit-making organisations : a comparative study between two organisations in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Hajji, Othman Yuosef.
Awarding Institution: University of Lincolnshire and Humberside
Awarded: 2001

Author: Issan, Salha Abdulla Yusuf.
Awarding Institution: Institute of Education (University of London)
Awarded: 1986

School effectiveness and the goals of education in Kuwait
Author: Alghannam, Ghannam Abdulaziz.
Awarding Institution: University of Birmingham
Awarded: 2003

The suitability of earth-sheltered mass-housing in the hot-arid climates of the Middle East with emphasis on the State of Kuwait
Author: Al-Temeemi, Abdul-Salam Ali.
Awarding Institution: Heriot-Watt University
Awarded: 2003

Author: Alhajeri, Abdullah.
Awarding Institution: University of Durham
Awarded: 2004

Sedimentological, geomorphological and mineralogical characteristics of mobile sand and anchored dunes in northwestern Kuwait
Author: Al-Dousari, Ali M.
Awarding Institution: Royal Holloway, University of London
Hofstede’s cultural dimensions and work-related values in Kuwait: implications for employment policy
Author: Al-Sharqawi, Salwa Yousef.
Awarding Institution: University of Wales, Bangor.
Awarded: 2004

The impact of economic activities on the social and political structures of Kuwait (1896-1946)
Author: Sagher, Mostafa Ahmed.
Awarding Institution: University of Durham.
Awarded: 2004

Investigating the primary English language classrooms in Kuwait: focusing on teacher-pupil interaction
Author: Al-Haji, Badria.
Awarding Institution: University of Liverpool.
Awarded: 2004

The dynamics of the Arab regional order since the Kuwait crisis 1990-91: is there an Arab system that governs inter-Arab relations?
Author: Aldalala’a, Natheer.
Awarding Institution: University of Durham.
Awarded: 2003

The use of the microcomputer in teaching Arabic grammar (verbal sentences) in the intermediate schools of the state of Kuwait
Author: Alwattar, Noori Yousef.
Awarding Institution: University of Glasgow.
Awarded: 1988

The Nineteenth Province: the invasion of Kuwait and the 1991 Gulf War from the Iraqi perspective
Author: Al-Marashi, Ibrahim.
Matching soil, water and genotype for barley cultivation in Kuwait
Author: Al-Menaie, Habibah Saud.
Awarding Institution: University of Oxford
Awarded: 2004

Individual ministerial responsibility in the constitutional system of Kuwait
Author: Al-Remaidhi, Abdullah S.
Awarding Institution: University of Essex
Awarded: 2004

Factors contributing to language difficulties in learning English as a foreign language among students in the College of Basic Education in Kuwait
Author: Al-edwani, Amel M.
Awarding Institution: University of Newcastle upon Tyne
Awarded: 2004

Evaluation of the effects of implementing structured form for admitted children with asthma in Kuwait
Author: Taqi, Roqayyah Gholoum.
Awarding Institution: London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (University of London)
Awarded: 2005

Shareholders under the company law of the State of Kuwait: an evaluation of existing laws and proposals for reform
Author: Al-Mutairi, Ahmad R. K.
Awarding Institution: University of Glasgow
Awarded: 2002

The role of women in society: a case study of Kuwait and Saudi Arabia
Author: Medayan, Iqbal Al.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 2005
Stochastic regression modelling of cost and duration overrun of construction projects implemented in Kuwait
Author: Al-Omari, Tareq
Awarding Institution: University of Liverpool
Awarded: 2004

Towards a distributed cognition approach to the use of the Internet in higher education in Kuwait
Author: Hassan, Mona
Awarding Institution: University of Bristol
Awarded: 2004

Impact of information and communication technologies on charitable organisations in Kuwait
Author: Al-Foudary, Adel K. E
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University
Awarded: 2005

Privatisation in the telecommunication industry in Kuwait: key issues and impact on labour
Author: Al-Najjar, Waleed Dawood
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 2005

The international, regional and legal aspects of Iraq's invasion of Kuwait 1990-1991
Author: Al-Sheail, Ahmad N. O
Awarding Institution: University of Durham
Awarded: 2000

Effect of drought on growth and development of perennial desert species for rehabilitation of degraded areas of Kuwait
Author: Madouh, Tareq A
Awarding Institution: University of Reading
Awarded: 2005

The reliability of defence expert evidence in Kuwait criminal justice system: a comparative study with proposals for reform
Author: Al-Darweesh, Jamal
Awarding Institution: University of Strathclyde
Awarded: 2005

The usefulness of quarterly financial reports to Kuwaiti financial users in the Kuwait Stock Exchange
Author: Al-Yaqout, Abdullah A
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University
Awarded: 2006

Empirical testing of various aspects of investment in the Kuwait stock exchange (KSE)
Author: Al-Mutairi, Abdulla Khalid
Awarding Institution: University of Wales, Cardiff
Awarded: 2004

The status of teachers in Kuwait and its relationship with teacher education
Author: Alobaid, Mashail Youssef
Awarding Institution: Institute of Education (University of London)
Awarded: 2006

Design of optimal network for air pollution monitoring sites in Kuwait
Author: Al-Rashidi, Mufreh S. N
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University
Awarded: 2006

The ecology and taxonomy of marine phytoplankton of Kuwait, with particular emphasis on harmful species
Author: Husain, Muna Mohammed
Awarding Institution: University of Westminster
Awarded: 2003
Kuwait's foreign policy (1961-77): non-alignment, ideology and the pursuit of security
Author: Partrick, Neil Stephen.
Awarding Institution: London School of Economics and Political Science (University of London)
Awarded: 2006

Cognitive characteristics of students in middle schools in State of Kuwait, with emphasis on high achievement
Author: Hindal, Huda Soud.
Awarding Institution: University of Glasgow
Awarded: 2007

A comparative study of university continuing education policy and practice: case studies from Kuwait and England
Author: Alshebou, Suaad M.
Awarding Institution: University of Nottingham
Awarded: 2007

In the house, around the house: an ethnography of Hadar Hadrami migration to Kuwait
Author: Alajmi, Abdullah Mohammad.
Awarding Institution: London School of Economics and Political Science (University of London)
Awarded: 2007

Usury, moral economy and Islamic banking: a critical examination of ideal notions and business practice with reference to Kuwait
Author: Al Ajlan, Hamed Homoud.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 2006

Promoting social change in the Arab Gulf: two case studies of communication programmes in Kuwait and Bahrain
Author: Al Saqer, Layla Hassan.
Awarding Institution: University of Stirling
Planning the petrochemical industry in Kuwait using economic and safety objectives
Author: Al-Sharrah, Ghanima.
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University
Awarded: 2006

A Study of Focus in the Arabic Dialect of Kuwait.
Author: Ahmad, Y. A. M.
Awarding Institution: School of Oriental and African Studies (University of London)
Awarded: 1979

Bedowin Shanty Settlements in Kuwait: A Study in Social Geography.
Author: Al-Moosa, A. A.
Awarding Institution: School of Oriental and African Studies (University of London)
Awarded: 1976

Studies on Leishmaniasis in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Taqi, M. M. S.
Awarding Institution: London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (University of London)
Awarded: 1978

The Economic Development of Kuwait: A Geographical Assessment.
Author: El-Farra, M. A. D.
Awarding Institution: University of Newcastle upon Tyne
Awarded: 1970

Studies on the Airborne Pollen and Fungal Spores of Kuwait.
Author: El-Halwagy, M. H.
Awarding Institution: University of Reading
Awarded: 1978
A Study of the Emergence, Development and Role of the National Oil Companies of Iran, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia.
Author: Ghorban, N.
Awarding Institution: School of Oriental and African Studies (University of London)
Awarded: 1978

The nature and understanding of the term 'Function' and its application to English for special purposes with reference to physics texts used in Kuwait University.
Author: Hajjaj, A. H. S.
Awarding Institution: University of Lancaster
Awarded: 1979

Recent algal mats and quaternary carbonate sediments of Al-Khiran, Kuwait.
Author: Saleh, A. A.
Awarding Institution: Imperial College London (University of London)
Awarded: 1979

A comparative study of aims of pre-school education in Kuwait and United Kingdom.
Author: Shafshank, H. E. N.
Awarding Institution: Reading University
Awarded: 1979

Education in Kuwait, Bahrain and Qatar: An Economic Assessment.
Author: Sinclair, C. A.
Awarding Institution: University of Durham
Awarded: 1977

Micropaleontology and Microfacies of the Latest Jurassic and Early Cretaceous of Kuwait.
Author: Al-Rifa'i, I. A. Al-M.
Awarding Institution: Imperial College London (University of London)
Awarded: 1979
Changing sea-level along the north coast of Kuwait Bay.
Author: Al-Asfour, T.A.
Awarding Institution: University of Durham Department of Geography
Awarded: 1975

The reliability of defence expert evidence in Kuwait criminal justice system: a comparative study with proposals for reform
Author: Al-Darweesh, Jamal.
Awarding Institution: University of Strathclyde
Awarded: 2005

Changing sea-level along the north coast of Kuwait Bay.
Author: Al-Asfour, T. A.
Awarding Institution: Durham University
Awarded: 1975

An investigation of driver attitudes towards road safety in Kuwait
Author: Al-Matawah, Jamal Ahmed
Awarding Institution: University of Southampton
Awarded: 2008

PUBLIC RELATIONS IN KUWAIT A COMPARISON STUDY BETWEEN PRIVATE AND GOVERNMENTAL SECTORS
Author: Al-Khulaifi, K
Awarding Institution: Glasgow Caledonian University
Awarded: 1997

Privatising public utilities and state owned enterprises in the state of Kuwait: An analytical study in a constitutional and administrative perspective
Author: Al-Otaibi, Ahmad
Awarding Institution: The University of Essex
Awarded: 2009
The relevance of adopting business process reengineering (BPR) and service quality management (SQ) in Islamic bank management: a case study in Kuwait
Author: Othman, A. R. M.
Awarding Institution: The University of Wales, Lampeter
Awarded: 2002

An investigation of the perceptions of parents, teachers and principals concerning parental involvement in kindergartens and primary schools in Kuwait
Author: Almazeedi, Hanan
Awarding Institution: University of Newcastle Upon Tyne
Awarded: 2009

A linguistic study of forms of address in Kuwait colloquial Arabic
Author: Yassin, M. A. M. F. M.
Awarding Institution: University of Leeds
Awarded: 1975

Bedouin shanty settlements in Kuwait: a study in social geography
Author: Al-Moosa, A. S. Abdulrasoul
Awarding Institution: University of London
Awarded: 1976

Two Ethnicities, Three Generations: Phonological Variation and Change in Kuwait
Author: Taqi, Hanan
Awarding Institution: University of Newcastle Upon Tyne
Awarded: 2010

"Environmental Architecture Education: A comparative study between the curricula of Kuwait University and Newcastle University with reflection on policy making and end users"
Author: Al-Hassan, Ameera
Awarding Institution: University of Newcastle Upon Tyne
Awarded: 2010
An analysis of drivers of seawater temperature in Kuwait Bay, Arabian Gulf
Author: Al-Rashidi, Thamer Badi
Awarding Institution: University of Southampton
Awarded: 2009

Information Needs and Information Seeking Behaviour of Doctors in Kuwait Government Hospitals: An Exploratory Study
Author: Al-Dousari, Elham
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University
Awarded: 2009

Solving Dynamic Economic Dispatch problems using Pattern Search based methods with particular focus on the West Doha Power station in Kuwait
Author: Al-Sumait, Jamal
Awarding Institution: University of Southampton
Awarded: 2010

Exploring the level of information and communication technology applications and use in secondary school library media centres in Kuwait: an interpretive case study research
Author: Buabbas, Hasan
Awarding Institution: The University of Salford
Awarded: 2010

Counsellor”'s role and function as perceived by students, teachers and educational counsellors at credit course secondary schools in Kuwait
Author: Abal Mohammad, Kazem A. H.
Awarding Institution: The University of Hull
Awarded: 1992

The problems and prospects of incorporating a living craft tradition (Al-Sadu) inspired by Islamic geometric design into art higher education courses in Kuwait
Author: Al-Boloushi, Laila
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 2011
Political economy of the Gulf sovereign wealth funds: A case of Iran, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and United Kingdom
Author: Bazoobandi, Sara
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 2011

The design, implementation and evaluation of an educational programme for children with autism in oil-rich countries: the case of Kuwait
Author: Al-Saad, Samira
Awarding Institution: University of Leicester
Awarded: 1998

The effect of online journalism on the freedom of the press: the case of Kuwait
Author: Dashti, Ali A.
Awarding Institution: University of Stirling
Awarded: 2008

IS/IT outsourcing: issues, evidence, and lessons from Kuwait - a developing country
Author: Khalfan, Abdulwahed Mohammed
Awarding Institution: University of Leeds
Awarded: 2002

Relations between Britain and Kuwait, 1957-1963
Author: Stables, Richard, 1969 -
Awarding Institution: University of Warwick
Awarded: 1996

Legal Responses to Terrorism with Special Reference to the Position of Kuwait
Author: Al-Ajmi, Thaqal Saad
Awarding Institution: Aberystwyth University
Awarded: 2003
A comparison between Islamic and conventional home financing in Kuwait: client perceptions of the facilities offered by the National Bank of Kuwait and Kuwait Finance House
Author: Almutairi, Humoud
Awarding Institution: Durham University
Awarded: 2010

Resource curse reduction through innovation: the case of Kuwait
Author: Al-Sabah, Meshaal
Awarding Institution: University of Portsmouth
Awarded: 2011

Exploring service quality in the Islamic banking industry in Kuwait: analysis of customer perceptions
Author: Al-Adwani, Tahani Soud
Awarding Institution: Durham University
Awarded: 2010

A comparative study of inclusive education in Kuwait and England
Author: Aldaihani, Manal
Awarding Institution: University of Birmingham
Awarded: 2011

Future teachers, future perspective: the story of English in Kuwait
Author: Al-Rubaie, Reem
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 2010

Medical ethics: a study of moral developments in medical students at Kuwait University
Author: Bouhaimed, Manal Mansour
Awarding Institution: University of Glasgow
Awarded: 1997
The market versus the state: an investigation into the nature of public intervention and its impact on economic development in the case of Kuwait.
Author: Al-Abdul-Razzaq, Ali.
Awarding Institution: University of Wales, College of Cardiff.
Awarded: 1993

Gulf equity markets: a comparison of the structure and performance
Author: Al-Ajmi, Mesfer M. M.
Awarding Institution: University of Warwick
Awarded: 1994

Microbial mats: a source of primary production of mudflats of the north Western Arabian Gulf, Kuwait
Author: Al-Zaidan, Amani Salim.
Awarding Institution: University of Wales, Bangor.
Awarded: 2002

Optimisation of total nitrogen and total phosphate removal from tertiary wastewater by filtration through soil from Sulaibiya, Kuwait
Author: Al-Haddad, Adel Jaragh.
Awarding Institution: University of Strathclyde
Awarded: 2000

The United Nations and peace enforcement: with special reference to Kuwait 1990-91
Author: Osman, Mohamed Awad.
Awarding Institution: London School of Economics and Political Science (University of London)
Awarded: 1999

The Kuwaiti press: how significant for youth political socialization
Author: Ibrahim, Hasan Ibrahim Makki.
Awarding Institution: University of Wales, Cardiff.
Awarded: 1988
Industrial wastewater as a resource for irrigation in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Shatti, Ismail K.
Awarding Institution: University of Southampton
Awarded: 1989

Towards achieving sustainable development in Kuwait: the potential role of Environmental Impact Assessment (E.I.A.) at the project and policy levels.
Author: Khuraibet, Ali Muhammad.
Awarding Institution: University of Aberdeen
Awarded: 1990

The effect of admissions policy, socio-economic factors, and demographic and personal considerations on students' performance at Kuwait University.
Author: Al-Shorayye, Saad R.
Awarding Institution: University of Hull
Awarded: 1995

The formation, distribution and behaviour of gaseous pollutants in the Shuaiba industrial area (SIA) - State of Kuwait.
Author: Al-Sulaiman, Sabah.
Awarding Institution: University of Bath
Awarded: 1998

Teachers' use of audiovisual media for teaching and learning in Kuwait public schools, the influence of teacher training colleges, and the role of the school library in media provision.
Author: Al-Khalifah, Ahmad J.
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University of Technology
Awarded: 1994

Judicial punishment for war crimes: application of the international legal regime to the case of Iraqi crimes against Kuwait.
Author: Al-Yaqout, Khaled A.A.
Awarding Institution: Keele University
Awarded: 2002
The impact of electoral propaganda on voter’s choices in parliamentary elections
Author: Hameed, Alsarraf
Awarding Institution: University of Sunderland
Awarded: 2003

The state and political legitimation in an oil-rentier economy: Kuwait as a case study.
Author: Al-Dekhayel, Abdulkarim Hamoud
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1990

Kuwait’s tax reformation: its alternatives and impact on a developing accounting profession.
Author: Al-Rashed, Wael E R
Awarding Institution: University of Hull
Awarded: 1989

Biotic and abiotic factors influencing initial swimbladder inflation of the blue-finned sea bream Acanthopagrus cuvieri (Sparidae), with particular reference to aquaculture in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Abdul-Elah, Khaled M
Awarding Institution: University of Stirling
Awarded: 1990

A comparative study of the development of the primary stage of Islamic religious education in the State of Kuwait and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia from 1950 to 1990.
Author: Al Sharaf, Adel Abdulwaheb Eissa
Awarding Institution: The University of Sheffield
Awarded: 1992
The adoption and impact of computer integrated prepress systems in the printing and publishing industries of Kuwait.  
Author: Abdul Majid, Muwaffaq.  
Awarding Institution: Middlesex University  
Awarded: 1998

The usefulness of annual reports of Islamic financial institutions in GCC countries to investors: the case of Kuwait.  
Author: Al-Hajji, Abdullah Yousef.  
Awarding Institution: University of Glamorgan  
Awarded: 2003

The theory of contracts in Islamic law: a comparative analysis with particular reference to the modern legislation in Kuwait, Bahrain and the United Arab Emirates.  
Author: Rayner, Susan Elizabeth.  
Awarding Institution: University of Cambridge  
Awarded: 1989

An annotated and illustrated catalogue of maps of Kuwait and an introduction to the history of Kuwaiti cartography from the twelfth century to 1960.  
Author: Al Jassim, Mounira Abd El Kader.  
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter  
Awarded: 1991

Comparisons of date palm leaves with barley straw, and brackish water with fresh water for dairy cows given a high concentrate diet in Kuwait.  
Author: Bahman, Abdul-Redha Majeed.  
Awarding Institution: University of Aberdeen  
Awarded: 1991
Political power and rule in Kuwait
Author: Al-Tuwajri, Hamad Ibrahim Abdul Rahman
Awarding Institution: University of Glasgow
Awarded: 1996

Source rock evaluation and maturity studies of Lower and Middle Cretaceous formations in Kuwait.
Author: Abdulla, Fawzeiah Hussien Ali.
Awarding Institution: Imperial College London (University of London)
Awarded: 1993

An evaluation and analysis of leadership and learning organisation in the development of educational managers, in a military environment: with special reference to Kuwait.
Author: Al-Saqer, Hamad Mohammad Hamad.
Awarding Institution: University of Nottingham
Awarded: 2000

A polymerase chain reaction assay for the diagnosis of human brucellosis in Kuwait.
Author: Al Nakkas, Aref Fakher Hassan Ali.
Awarding Institution: London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (University of London)
Awarded: 1999

Human resources policies and the welfare state administration in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Ghazali, Essa Mohammad.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1989

Work/non-work and the well-being of the expatriate experience in Kuwait: a study of the influences of work and non-work on indicators of well-being.
Author: Rajab, Z T S.
Awarding Institution: Brunel University
Awarded: 1985
Employees training programmes of the Public Authority for Applied Education and Training (PAAET) in Kuwait: an evaluation of current activities and assessment of future needs.
Author: Al-Muraifea, Khaled M.
Awarding Institution: University of Hull
Awarded: 1993

A study of the insurance market with special reference to the price system for auto insurance in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Bahar, Ali H.
Awarding Institution: University of Sunderland
Awarded: 2001

Identifying the English communication needs of Kuwaiti student soldiers at the Military Language Institute in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Otaibi, Abdullah Munahi Majed.
Awarding Institution: University College, Cardiff.
Awarded: 1994

Author: Al-Shamari, Sulaiman Gaza.
Awarding Institution: University of Leicester
Awarded: 1989

Analysis of organisational climate to improve the adequacy of primary health care in the State of Kuwait.
Author: Al-Sane, Nasser J.
Awarding Institution: Aston University
Awarded: 1985
A new correlation for light transmittance due to sand dust particles accumulation on photovoltaic panels and its application for Kuwait.
Author: Hasan, Ahmad Yaqoub A.
Awarding Institution: University of Reading
Awarded: 1994

The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait and the legality of its claims in international law and Islamic international law.
Awarding Institution: University of Kent at Canterbury
Awarded: 1997

Evaluation of the effect of air pollution on human health in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Kandari, Mariam Hussain Murad.
Awarding Institution: London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (University of London)
Awarded: 1994

Development of a bilingual hypermedia atlas for Kuwait.
Author: Al-Faraj, Maha Saad.
Awarding Institution: Birkbeck (University of London)
Awarded: 1998

An evaluation of mercury pollution of the marine and atmospheric environment in Kuwait.
Author: Al-Majed, Nahida Bader.
Awarding Institution: University of Liverpool
Awarded: 2000

Road accidents in a developing country: characteristics and causes of accident rates in Kuwait.
Author: Shuhaibar, Nabeel Khalil.
Awarding Institution: Imperial College London (University of London)
Awarded: 1986
**Suitability of solar drive absorption cycle cooling for Kuwait.**
Author: Al-Fahed, B.S.
Awarding Institution: University of The City
Awarded: 1985

**A study of Kuwait marine clay and its suitability for production of synthetic aggregate and other building materials.**
Author: Parks, L.F.
Awarding Institution: University of Brunel
Awarded: 1985

**An examination of need and climate variables and their effects on job attitudes: The case of Kuwait.**
Author: Al-Shakihi, B.N.
Awarding Institution: University of Wales Institute of Science and Technology (UWIST),
Awarded: 1985

**Motivation in respect of English language learning of Kuwait university students.**
Author: Ismail, S.E.S.M.
Awarding Institution: University of Wales Institute of Science and Technology (UWIST),
Awarded: 1984

**Sexual behaviour and attitudes of Kuwaiti females and males and their personality correlations.**
Author: Al-Durai, F.Z.
Awarding Institution: University of York
Awarded: 1987

**Operational auditing practices in western developed countries: Implications for government audit in the State of Kuwait.**
Author: Nemeh, A.G.
Awarding Institution: University of Strathclyde
Awarded: 1986
Migrants from the Indian sub-continent and the Kuwait labour market: Economic, political and social determinants.
Author: Sen, K.
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 1986

A study of the factors involved in the development of information technology in higher education libraries in the Arab countries with special reference to Kuwait.
Author: Al-Anzi, Khalid Sghayyer.
Awarding Institution: De Montfort University
Awarded: 1995

The use of monolingual English and bilingual Arabic-English dictionaries in Kuwait: an experimental investigation into the dictionaries used and reference skills deployed by university students of arts and science
Author: Al-Ajmi, Hashan.
Awarding Institution: University of Leeds
Awarded: 1992

Struggling for a right: Islam and the participation in sports and physical recreation of girls and women in Kuwait
Author: Al-Haidar, Ghanemah Mohammad Al-Othman.
Awarding Institution: Brunel University
Awarded: 2004

Assessing the capability to acquire and absorb technology within the public sector in developing countries: the case of Kuwait
Author: Al-Fahhad, J.M.
Awarding Institution: Aston University
Awarded: 2004
Raising standards in initial teacher training in physical education for primary schools: a comparative analysis between Kuwait and England
Author: Al-Ruwaih, Meshari Eisa
Awarding Institution: Liverpool John Moores University
Awarded: 2005

Polar opposites or possible bedfellows? : seeking to reconcile Islam and female equality in Kuwait: an evaluation of the feasibility, in terms of religious, cultural, legal, and constitutional considerations, of importation of legislation modelled on the
Author: Alessa, Amani S
Awarding Institution: Durham University
Awarded: 2007

Protection of Investors in Gulf Cooperation Council Stock Markets: A Case Study of Kuwait, Bahrain and United Arab Emirates
Author: Al-Zumai, Fahad
Awarding Institution: School of Oriental and African Studies (University of London)
Awarded: 2006

Solid and semi-solid waste management in Kuwait, the potential role of E.I.A.
Author: Al-Attar, Faten
Awarding Institution: University of Aberdeen
Awarded: 1989

Evaluation of the Islamic education teacher preparation programme in the College of Basic Education in Kuwait.
Author: Buouyan, Salem Mohammed
Awarding Institution: University of Manchester: University of Manchester
Awarded: 1999
The relationship between government policy and the international technological transfer process
Author: Al-Shammari, Zayed Ammash
Awarding Institution: University of Portsmouth
Awarded: 2008

Disclosure in the financial statements of banks: International accounting standards no. 30 and the Kuwaiti banks
Author: Alhajraf, Nayef Falah Mubarak
Awarding Institution: The University of Hull
Awarded: 2002

The impact of computer use in the development of mathematics teaching in primary education
Author: Alawadhi, Nabil
Awarding Institution: Brunel University
Awarded: 2011

Assessment of cool thermal storage strategies in Kuwait
Author: Sebzali, Mohamed
Awarding Institution: Cranfield University
Awarded: 2006

Demand side management (DSM) for efficient use of energy in the residential sector in Kuwait: analysis of options and priorities
Author: Al-enezi, Azeez Nawaf
Awarding Institution: De Montfort University
Awarded: 2010

Demand-side management in office buildings in Kuwait through an ice-storage assisted HVAC system with model predictive control
Author: Al-Hadban, Yehya
Awarding Institution: Cranfield University
Awarded: 2005
Development of a hybrid powerplant for Kuwait: the simultaneous production of power, fresh water and cooling
Author: Hussain, Hussain J.
Awarding Institution: Cranfield University
Awarded: 2010

Investigation of municipal solid waste management in GCC states
Author: Al-Hasawi, Hamad
Awarding Institution: University of Stirling
Awarded: 1999

The Criminal Liability of Ministers in Kuwait
Author: Alenzi, Fawaz F
Awarding Institution: University of Essex
Awarded: 2008

Prediction of element speciation in sediments from Sulaibikhat bay, Kuwait
Author: Alshemmari, Hassan
Awarding Institution: University of Newcastle Upon Tyne
Awarded: 2009

The state and politics of migrant labour in Kuwait
Author: Asmar, Marwan Rateb
Awarding Institution: University of Leeds
Awarded: 1990

Level of volatile organic compounds and their risks to human health in Kuwait
Author: Al-Shatti, FH
Awarding Institution: University of Salford
Awarded: 2003
Promoting social change in the Arab Gulf: two case studies of communication programmes in Kuwait and Bahrain
Author: Al Saqer, Layla Hassan
Awarding Institution: University of Stirling
Awarded: 2006

An Empirical Investigation of the Cultural Impact on Consumer Perception and Attitude Towards Advertising
Author: Al-Juhiam, Osama M.
Awarding Institution: University of Huddersfield
Awarded: 2008

The issues involved in designing ESP courses for Kuwait Business Institute students: with special reference to computer science students
Author: Al-Attili, Ismat Asa'd
Awarding Institution: University of Warwick
Awarded: 1986

The use of monolingual English and bilingual Arabic-English dictionaries in Kuwait: an experimental investigation into the dictionaries used and reference skills deployed by university students of arts and science
Author: Al-Ajmi, Hashan
Awarding Institution: University of Leeds
Awarded: 1992

Corporate governance and firm performance: the case of Kuwait
Author: Al-Saidi, Mejbel
Awarding Institution: University of Portsmouth
Awarded: 2010

Managerial skills for industrial managers in the State of Kuwait
Author: Alajmi, Sanad A. M. J.
Awarding Institution: University of Portsmouth
Awarded: 2007
Towards an improvement of LIS graduates ICT skills and employability needs in Kuwait
Author: Buarki, Hanadi J.
Awarding Institution: Loughborough University
Awarded: 2010

The impact of E-learning on student's critical thinking in higher education institutions
Kuwait University as a case study
Author: Al-Fadhli, Salah
Awarding Institution: University of Salford
Awarded: 2008

The impact of E-learning on student's critical thinking in higher education institutions
Kuwait University as a case study
Author: Al-Fadhli, SM
Awarding Institution: University of Salford
Awarded: 2008

Quality and efficiency factors in translation
Author: Al-Bustan, Suad Ahmed
Awarding Institution: University of Glasgow
Awarded: 1993

An Investigation of the Place of Quality Management in the Leadership Role of Head Teachers in Female Intermediate Schools in the State of Kuwait
Author: Al-Qattan, Aroub A.
Awarding Institution: Newcastle University
Awarded: 2008

Arabic writing for occupational purposes (AWOP): strategies of teaching writing
Author: Al-Humidi, Hamed
Awarding Institution: University of Leeds
Awarded: 2003

Kuwaiti Arabic: A Socio-Phonological Perspective
Author: Al-Qenaie, Shamlan Dawoud
Awarding Institution: Durham University
Awarded: 2011
Political economy of the Gulf sovereign wealth funds: a case study of Iran, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates
Author: Bazoobandi, Sara
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 2011

Islamic ceramic ornamentation and process: proposals for a new aesthetic vocabulary in contemporary architectural embellishment within Kuwait
Author: Alkandari, Fahad A. H.
Awarding Institution: University of Central Lancashire
Awarded: 2011

Author: Al-Kahtani, Abdrahman M.
Awarding Institution: University of Leeds
Awarded: 1999

Perceptions of Kuwaiti EFL student-teachers towards EFL writing and methods of teaching and learning EFL writing
Author: Kamil, Intissar Sami Abdul-Hafid
Awarding Institution: University of Exeter
Awarded: 2011

Evaluating leadership development and practices: an empirical study of the banking sector in Kuwait
Author: Malallah, Ammar Abdulnabi
Awarding Institution: The University of Bradford
Awarded: 2011

Human resource development: training and development practices and related organisational factors in Kuwaiti organisations
Author: Al-Ali, Adnan A. S.
Awarding Institution: The University of Bradford
Awarded: 2011
ARE KUWAITI PRIMARY EFL TEACHERS IMPLEMENTING A CLT-BASED LEARNER-CENTRED METHOD IN THEIR CLASSROOMS?
Author: Al-Nouh, Nowreyah A. A.
Awarding Institution: Newcastle University
Awarded: 2008

The basis for cooperation in the Gulf Region: an assessment of the Gulf Cooperation Council
Author: Al-Zamat, Khalid Hamed S.
Awarding Institution: University of Glasgow
Awarded: 1998

A study of learning mathematics related to some cognitive factors and to attitudes
Author: Alenezi, Dalal
Awarding Institution: University of Glasgow
Awarded: 2008

Investigating parental influences on children’s body image development: the transmission of attitudes and beliefs in [the] food and eating domain
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